
Co Inter Football Qr Final 

Newport bow out of intermediate football championship       

It was a walk in the park for Rockwell Rovers who booked their place in the semi-final of the County Intermediate 
Football championship after easily overcoming Newport with an emphatic 16-point victory at a very wet Sean Treacy 
Park on Saturday afternoon.  
   With Rockwell Rovers lining out with only three players matching the numbers of those that were on the programme 
(which was very unfair to the paying public) and with Newport in disarray waiting for players there was a delay in 
getting this game underway. However, with Newport having just 13 players at the start it was Rockwell Rovers who 
got straight down to business.  
   Newport had a let-off in the opening minute when Jack Sullivan shot came   back off the underside of the crossbar 
before Alan Moloney added their first point a minute later. That was followed quickly by a Pat Hally point before Pat 
Prendergast added the third with just four minutes elapsed.  
   Instead of picking off points Rockwell opted to go for goals and with the Newport defence working over-time it took 
until the 14th minute for the West champions to register their fourth point from an Alan Moloney free. But Newport 
were thrown a lifeline just a minute later when they made their first serious incursion into the opposition half when 
Kevin O’Brien was brought down and Brian O'Sullivan made no mistake with the penalty kick to put the minimum 
between the sides on a scoreline of   0-4 to 1-0.    Although Newport had their full complement of players on the pitch 
as the game reached the last ten minutes of the opening half they were being outplayed by a Rockwell side that were 
adapting to the tricky underfoot conditions better and as a result the West champions added 2-2 without reply before 
the half-time whistle had sounded.  
   Alan Moloney added another point from play before Rockwell registered their first goal when good link-up play 
between Moloney and Pat Prendergast ended with the latter scoring from close range. Two minutes before the interval 
Rockwell added that second goal when James Heffernan was on hand to finish off another flowing move and Gavin 
Ryan got in on the   scoring act adding the final point of the opening half that saw Rockwell Rovers lead by 2-6 to 1-0.  
   This game was a nonevent ten minutes into the second half as Rockwell Rovers continued the onslaught adding 
another   2-2 without reply, all coming from Alan Moloney. With Newport guilty of committing fouls in a bid to stop the 
marauding Rockwell forwards and then protesting to the referee it made these discretions easier to punish for Alan 
Moloney who added two points before planting   a penalty into the corner of the net after TJ Ryan was upended. A 
minute later Moloney brought his personal tally to 2-2 with another goal when his shot could only be pushed onto the 
inside of the post by Newport goalie Bobby Carroll to go 4-8 to 1-0 ahead.  
   Newport, whose aspirations of senior football following that of hurling quickly becoming a just a dream, got only their 
second score of the game after 47 minutes with Martin Carey adding a point, but Rockwell cancelled that score out 
with another Alan Moloney free.  
   With ten minutes left any hope of a Newport revival was knocked on the head when Brian O'Sullivan saw red for a 
second bookable offence. Rockwell Rovers used their numerical advantage   better than they did in the opening half 
adding frees from Alan Moloney and TJ Ryan respectively to go 4-11 to 1-1 with five minutes left.  

   Although the 14 men of Newport scored a consolation 
goal and a point from their most impressive player Martin 
Carey in the dying minutes it was far too little too late to 
stop a rampant Rockwell Rovers who added their final 
point of this one-sided contest by Pat Hally from reaching 
the last four.    
  
   
 

Andrew Hickey (Newport) tries to round Barry Shortall (Rockwell Rovers) in 

County IFC semi-final in Sean Treacy Park last Saturday. 
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